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This tutorial will explore a practical approach to incorporating formal techniques within existing software engineering processes. It is aimed at organizations that want a practical way to integrate some formality into their existing software development process (e.g. if an aspect of the development is safety critical, mission critical or cost critical) without having to abandon their current practices.

Formal techniques are indispensable for requirements formalization and hazard management, but can be applied profitably to any software development project. The tutorial will show how the level of formality adopted in a particular project can be tailored to the needs of the project without affecting other aspects of the development process.

To illustrate this integration, the tutorial will introduce the Object-Z formal specification notation and show how a Requirements Formalization process unit can be incorporated within the MeNtOR software development process. A hazard management process unit within MeNtOR, that applies the Requirements Formalization process unit, will also be discussed. Tutorial attendees need no prior experience with Object-Z or MeNtOR.
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